Fall 2014
Modern Hebrew Language Courses
with Itsik Pariente
Diane and Guilford Glazer and Lea and Allen Orwitz
Teaching Fellow in Modern Hebrew

Asian studies 141: Elementary Modern Hebrew I
MWF 2:30-3:20

Asian studies 241: Intermediate Modern Hebrew I
MWF 3:35-4:25

Itsik Pariente is completing his Ph.D. in Linguistics at the University of Amsterdam. His research interests include linguistics and Hebrew language, including General Modern Hebrew and Sephardic Modern Hebrew. He has taught courses on Hebrew language, culture, and literature.

Contact: Itsik Pariente (244-8411) iparient@utk.edu, Gilya G. Schmidt (974-2466) gschmidt@utk.edu, or Karen Windham (974-2466), kwindham@utk.edu